Case of acute optic nerve compression caused by tuberculum sellae meningioma with optic canal involvement
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Abstract: We present detailed ophthalmic findings in a case of tuberculum sellae meningioma with acute visual symptoms due to optic canal involvement. A 62-year-old Japanese woman reported a 1-week history of headaches and blurred vision in her left eye. Her visual acuity was 0.3 in the left eye with no ophthalmoscopic abnormalities. A relative afferent pupillary defect and inferior temporal field defect were found in the left eye. Pattern visual evoked potentials were undetectable in the left eye. Enhanced magnetic resonance imaging showed a 9 mm intracranial lesion around the left optic nerve anterior to the chiasm. She was diagnosed with granulomatous inflammation because of the increased cell counts and protein concentration in the cerebrospinal fluid. She was treated with steroid pulse therapy, and her visual acuity and visual field defect improved to normal in 3 weeks. However, 16 months after the onset, she suffered from headaches again and had a complete loss of vision in her left eye. There was no response to steroid pulse therapy. Enhanced magnetic resonance imaging revealed that the lesion had extended into the left optic canal, and emergency tumor removal surgery was carried out. The histopathological diagnosis was meningioma. One month after the surgery, her left visual acuity improved to 1.2, and her visual field was almost normal. Pattern visual evoked potentials were present but had a prolonged P100 latency of 170 ms. A thinning of the ganglion cell complex was detected by optical coherence tomography. Ophthalmologists should be aware that a small tuberculum sellae meningioma can cause acute visual symptoms due to optic canal involvement. Early consultation with a neurosurgeon is necessary. Visual evoked potentials and optical coherence tomography are sensitive and helpful in following patients with optic nerve compression.
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Introduction

Meningiomas are the most common slow-growing tumors of the central nervous system. Tuberculum sellae (TS) meningiomas, a member of a group called “parasellar meningiomas,” grow in the subchiasmal area that can compress the optic nerves. Patients with TS meningiomas usually present with gradual monocular or binocular visual loss. Neurosurgeons have reported that TS meningiomas have a high tendency to extend into the optic canal regardless of their size.1–5 Mahmoud et al reported the tumor extended into the optic canal in 67% of 58 patients with TS meningiomas.2 Sade and Lee reported that optic canal involvement was 77.4% in 31 patients with TS meningiomas.1 Although optic canal involvement is common in TS meningiomas and may cause acute visual symptoms, a search of Medline with the words “TS
meningiomas” and “optic canal involvement” did not extract any publications of cases presenting with acute visual symptoms with detailed ophthalmic findings.

We present detailed ophthalmic findings in a case of TS meningioma with acute visual symptoms due to optic canal involvement. In addition to visual acuity and visual field examinations, pattern visual evoked potentials (VEPs) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) were performed.

**Case report**

A healthy 62-year-old Japanese woman complained of a 1-week history of frontal headaches. The headache moved to the left supra-orbital region and she noted blurred vision in the left eye. She visited the neurologic department of Kohnodai Hospital (Chiba, Japan) on March 9, 2010. The results of general physical examination were unremarkable. She was suspected of having retrobulbar optic neuritis and was hospitalized immediately. However, enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed a 9 mm heterogeneous intracranial lesion attached to the TS around the left optic nerve anterior to the chiasm (Figure 1A–C). Examination of the cerebrospinal fluid showed an increase of the cell counts (171/mL mononuclear cells 162, polymorphonuclear cells 9, normal range: <45/mL) and protein concentration (61 mg/dL, normal range: 10–40 mg/dL). These findings led to a tentative diagnosis of granulomatous inflammation with optic nerve compression. She was treated with steroid pulse therapy, and then referred to the ophthalmologic department for neuro-ophthalmic examinations on March 11, 2010.

Her best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was 1.0 in the right eye and 0.3 in the left eye, and she had a relative afferent pupillary defect in the left eye. The results of ophthalmoscopic examinations were normal. Static perimetry 30-2 with the Humphrey field analyzer (HFA II 745; Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) showed an inferior temporal field defect in the left eye (Figure 2A and B). The pattern VEPs elicited by transient and steady-state stimuli to the left eye were undetectable (Figure 3). She was diagnosed with optic nerve compression. Three weeks after the steroid pulse treatment, her BCVA improved to 1.2, and the field defect disappeared. At the 1-year follow-up examination, her BCVA remained in 1.2, and the visual field was almost normal in the left eye without any treatment (Figure 2E). A thinning of the ganglion cell complex (GCC) was detected by a spectral domain OCT (Figure 4).

On July 23, 2011, she began suffering from headaches again, and she noted a complete loss of vision in her left eye. She was immediately referred to the neurosurgical department. She was treated with steroid pulse therapy again.
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Figure 1  Enhanced magnetic resonance imaging and operative views. (A–C) At the onset, a 9 mm heterogeneous intracranial lesion attached to the tuberculum sellae can be seen. The mass was close to the left optic nerve anterior to the chiasm. (D–F) Preoperatively, thin sliced enhanced magnetic resonance imaging showed the lesion had extended into the left optic canal (red arrow). (G–I) The tumor was successfully removed including the intracranial lesion by opening the optic canal.
but there was no improvement. The visual acuity remained at no light perception and there was no direct light reflex in the left eye. Thin sliced enhanced MRI revealed that the intracranial lesion had extended into her left optic canal, even though the size of the main mass was almost the same as earlier (Figure 1D–F). Emergency surgery was carried out on July 29, 2011. A hemi-interhemispheric approach was used, and the tumor was successfully removed (Simpson grade 2) including the intracranial lesion by opening the optic canal (Figure 1G–I). A diagnosis of meningothelial meningioma was made by histopathological examination of the removed tissue.

One month after surgery, her BCVA improved to 1.2, and a mild temporal hemianopia was detected in the left eye (Figure 2F). The pattern VEPs were present but had a prolonged P_{100} latency of 170 ms (Figure 3). OCT showed that the GCC was thinner than the preoperative thickness (Figure 4). At 3 months, all of the findings remained the same.
The sudden onset of headaches and blurred vision, the normal fundus, the undetectable pattern VEPs, and the excellent response to steroid therapy could lead ophthalmologists to a misdiagnosis of optic neuritis. There have been several reports that stated that patients with intracranial lesions could present with acute optic neuropathy mimicking optic neuritis, and any atypical features should warrant neuroimaging.6–9 For our case, the older age and inferior temporal field defect were atypical features of optic neuritis but suggestive of optic nerve compression. An enhanced MRI would have been helpful in ruling out an intracranial lesion.

At the onset, we diagnosed the intracranial lesion as granulomatous inflammation because of the increased cell...
counts and protein concentration in the cerebrospinal fluid. However, there were no other systemic abnormalities, and there was no reduction of the size of the lesion after steroid therapy. We also considered the possibility of a meningioma, but because the lesion was very small and her visual function was stable after steroid therapy, the patient did not wish to have an operation. Strikingly, she completely lost her left vision suddenly 16 months after the onset. Enhanced MRI revealed that the intracranial lesion had extended into her left optic canal, and emergency tumor removal by opening the optic canal was successful in restoring her left vision.

Optic canal involvement is common in TS meningiomas and may cause acute visual loss, which is well-known by neurosurgeons.1–5 Ophthalmologists should be aware that a small TS meningioma can cause acute visual symptoms due to optic canal involvement. Early consultation with a neurosurgeon is necessary.

One month after surgery, pattern VEPs were present but had a prolonged P100 latency of 170 ms although her visual acuity and visual field had improved dramatically to almost normal. Our case showed that electrophysiological examinations were sensitive enough to detect subclinical optic nerve damage, as has been reported.10–12 Recent studies have shown that OCT can be useful in quantifying neuronal loss in patients with optic nerve compression. Monteiro et al reported that in patients with temporal hemianopia from chiasmatic compression, the OCT-measured macular thickness was topographically related to the decrease of visual field sensitivity.13 Moon et al reported that the GCC thickness could be a useful prognostic indicator in the preoperative assessment of chiasmal compression.14 Our case had a thinning of the GCC even while her visual function was stable preoperatively. After surgery, the GCC was thinner than the preoperative thickness, but became stable during the 3 months of follow-up. The OCT findings may have suggested continuous and irreversible death of ganglion cells due to the subclinical optic nerve compression preoperatively. Further studies are needed to find out how OCT can be used in the assessment of optic nerve compression.

**Conclusion**

We reported a case of TS meningioma presenting with acute visual symptoms due to optic canal involvement with detailed ophthalmic findings. Ophthalmologists should be aware that a small TS meningioma can cause acute visual symptoms due to optic canal involvement. Early consultation with a neurosurgeon is necessary. VEPs and OCT are sensitive and helpful in following patients with optic nerve compression.
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